Recognition of accented speech is a long-standing challenge for automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, given the increasing worldwide population of bi-lingual speakers with English as their second language. If we consider foreign-accented speech as an interpolation of the native language (L1) and English (L2), using a model that can simultaneously address both languages would perform better at the acoustic level for accented speech. In this study, we explore how an end-to-end recurrent neural network (RNN) trained system with English and native languages (Spanish and Indian languages) could leverage data of native languages to improve performance for accented English speech. To this end, we examine pre-training with native languages, as well as multi-task learning (MTL) in which the main task is trained with native English and the secondary task is trained with Spanish or Indian Languages. We show that the proposed MTL model performs better than the pre-training approach and outperforms a baseline model trained simply with English data. We suggest a new setting for MTL in which the secondary task is trained with both English and the native language, using the same output set. This proposed scenario yields better performance with +11.95% and +17.55% character error rate gains over baseline for Hispanic and Indian accents, respectively.
Introduction
In recent years, deep neural network (DNN) models have replaced conventional acoustic models in many ASR applications and made significant improvements in ASR system performance. One successful network architecture used for speech processing is RNN. RNNs perform well as acoustic models in hybrid DNN-HMM systems [1, 2, 3] , which confirm their capabilities to reflect long-range dependencies of input sequences within end-to-end models [4, 5, 6] . The output of such networks can be phonemes or graphemes, where for large data sets allow performance of phoneme models to match that of grapheme models [7] .
Current ASR systems perform well for close-talk speech recognition scenarios and perform better than humans in some benchmarks [8, 9] . However, real scenarios are more complex than those benchmarks, and ASR systems should overcome several challenges to be able to reach human performance. One challenging real aspect is sustained performance for accented speech. Increasing worldwide communication has expanded the number of second language learners that, due to the impact of their first language, speak second languages with varying degrees of accent. The extent of degradation in recognition accuracy for accented speech is dependent on the level of accent and the difference between native and second language. We will show in our experiments how an acoustic model trained with native English performs for different accents.
One solution for training an effective accent robust acoustic model is to collect sufficient data for alternate accents and train a multi-accent model [10, 7, 11, 12] . Kanishka et al. in [7] used a hierarchical grapheme-based model trained in a multitask context, where the model was trained for 4 different accents using two types of cost functions, phoneme-based, and grapheme-based, and obtained an improved multi-accent model. Another way to train a multi-accent model is to feed bottleneck or accent-specific features to the acoustic model as auxiliary information [13, 11] . In cases where sufficient data is not available for each accent, one can adapt a pre-trained model to the target accent. It is important to avoid overfitting the model which can be accomplished by selecting a subset of layers to tune, or a generalization constraint such the KLdivergence [14] .
Collecting sufficient accented data to train accent specific models from scratch may not be feasible due to the diverse number of possible accents and limited available population of speakers within an accent. Many previous studies have shown that native language L1 affects speaker traits of their secondary language (e.g. English) [15, 16, 17] . Therefore, it is reasonable to use data from both L1 and L2 to train a model to be more tolerant of pronunciation variants of accented speech. In addition, it is easier to collect data from native speakers than accented speakers, and data for most secondary spoken languages are more easily available. Having a model which exploits data of native non-English languages to train a robust acoustic model for foreign-accented speech, would result in improved ASR systems for many accents without collecting new accented data. In this study, we investigate how to use the data of L1 and L2 languages to train an end-to-end model in a multitask and pretraining settings to investigate the effect of bilingual training on non-native speech recognition. Due to this two-step training, it is expected that pre-training will have only small model benefits. In the multitask setting, the secondary task is trained with Spanish and Indian languages and the primary task is trained with native English data, as shown in Fig 1. Training the shared portion of the network to minimize the costs of both languages potentially results in a model that performs well for accented speech corresponding to native languages. In a different novel setting, we train the secondary task with both L1 and L2 yielding a more advanced model and significantly improves recognition performance for accented speech. 
RNN-CTC acoustic modeling
An acoustic model receives a sequence of input features X = {x1, x2, ..., xT } and maps them to a sequence of distributions over output characters Y = {y1, y2, ..., yT }. Generally, a recurrent neural network estimates a per-frame un-normalized distribution over the output symbols using:
where W and b are the weights and biases of the network, respectively, H is the activation of the layers and yt is the output of the network corresponding to input xt.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks use gated memory cells to store information that enables them to exploit long-range context, and for some scenarios could outperform conventional recurrent neural networks for speech recognition [18] . In [19] , it was shown that using input features in both directions (forward and backward) improves performance of the acoustic model compared to a unidirectional trained model. In this study, we also employ bidirectional LSTM cells in the recurrent layers.
To train the LSTM-CTC network, we need alignments between input and output sequences which for most speech corpora are unknown. One approach to address this problem is Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) which enables us to train a model that maps the input sequence (frames) to an output sequence (graphemes) without requiring any strict alignment [20] .
In our end-to-end architecture, the size of the last layer is equal to |S|, where S={characters of the language, blank, space, noise}. Here, 'blank' is a special character used by CTC for calculating the cost of the output and also by decoder to output the final sequence. Given a sequence of feature vectors X, the output of the last layer of the network is submitted to a softmax layer to produce the probability of the members of S for any input frame:
where y t k is the probability of emitting the kth member of S for the given input xt. We can consider the result of the network for a given sequence X as a matrix O of size |S| * T from which by choosing one element of each column we obtain a length T output sequence where its probability is P r(a|X) = T t=1 O(a(t), t), and the CTC objective is to maximize the probabilities of such sequences that correspond to the target labels:
Here, A is the set of all alignments related to the target sequence and θ represents the parameters of the neural network. Next, given a new input sequence to the trained network, the decoder should find the most probable output transcription. The decoding could be accomplished by simply choosing the most probable output from each column of O. This scenario is often referred to as "best path decoding" or, to get a more accurate sequence we could employ a version of "beam search decoding" [4] . In both approaches, the decoder should consider removing any blank and label repetitions from the final transcription.
Leveraging native language data
In this section, we describe our proposed training strategies for improved recognition of accented speech. In this scenario, we only have native English data, and data from native language speakers corresponding to the target English accent (i.e., Spanish data for Hispanic English accent and Indian languages data for Indian English accent). A resembling problem in speech recognition is improving ASR modeling for low resources languages using available data of other languages. A conventional approach in the multi-lingual domain is to train a network to provide a multi-lingual generic representation from which we could train a simpler model with limited language data. However, our problem is slightly different, where the data of target accents is not available but we instead have data of the target language in a different accent (i.e., the data for native English which is adequate to train an ASR model).
The first proposed method to exploit data of L1 language employs pre-training approaches. First, we train a neural network model with native language from which we keep all but the last two layers as a pre-trained model for next step. On top of the pre-trained network, we build a new LSTM and fully connected layers trained from scratch with native English data. We find that this setting of pre-training is optimal for our problem.
One drawback of this pre-training approach is that by adapting the model to US English, much of the learned information from the native languages would be forgotten. This two-step training would not leverage the available information efficiently. To address this problem, we propose a multitask learning as shown in Figure 1 where the primary task (Task1) is trained with English data and the secondary task (Task2) uses data from the target native language. Grapheme-based CTC losses are calculated for both languages (TC1 and TC2) and backpropagated through each task and combined with a combination factor λ to train the shared parts: In this scenario, we have all native language data available in the training which by choosing the best value of λ the model exploits data of native language efficiently in favor of improved ASR model for accented speech. Training the shared part of the network with the combined cost results in a network that represents similar phonemes of the two languages with a similar vector. Therefore, given accented speech corresponding to the L1 language, the multi-task trained model would provide a representation that the main task has received in training steps and is expected to be more successful than a native English only trained model.
Training an LSTM-CTC model with utterances from the two languages using the same character set would result in a network that maps all similar phonemes of both languages to the same representation. Such a network might not perform well for each language individually, but could be exploited to provide a bilingual representation. To this end, we also propose a new setting for multitask learning in which the secondary task recognizes both L1 and L2 with the same character set. This setting, even more, drives the network to better represent close phonemes of L1 and L2 with a similar representation, yielding an improved performance of the main task in recognizing L1 accented English.
System setup and data
For training and evaluating the model across accents, the UT-CRSS-4EnglishAccent corpus is used. This corpus of 420 speakers was collected at CRSS UTDallas and consists of four major English accents: US (native), Hispanic, Indian and Australian. The data for each accent consists of about 100 speakers balanced for gender and age, with session content consisting of read and spontaneous speech. In this study, we use the US and Australian portions of the corpus to train the "English" main task, and the Hispanic and Indian accent portions as accented English test sets. Table 1 presents some statistical information about the train, development and test sets of the four English accents.
To obtain training data for our secondary task, we need native speech in Spanish and Indian languages. In the case of Spanish, the CIEMPIESS corpus is used [21] . This corpus is collected from broadcast news of Mexican Spanish and provides 17h of training data. In the case of Indian languages, since many languages are spoken in India it is not possible to associate the Indian accent to a single L1 language. Therefore, we have chosen the six most spoken languages in India; Hindi, Kannada, Gujarati, Marathi, Tamil, and Telugu. For each language 5h of training data is selected from the IndicTTS [22] corpus, resulting in a total of 30h of training data. In order to obtain a same character set for all languages, using [23] all scripts are converted to English characters. having a common output set based on English ensures a common partitioned acoustic space for our multitask system.
We extract 26 dim Mel filterbank coefficients for each 25ms frame with an overlap rate of 10ms. We expand each frame by stacking 4 frames on each side, then frames are decimated by skipping 2 frames per each frame for processing. The skip process is described in more detail in [18] .
The baseline model has the same architecture as the main branch of our multitask model (see Figure 1) , consisting of two bidirectional LSTM layers each with 300 cells followed and preceded by two feed forward layers each with 500 neurons. The activation of the last layer is a softmax that outputs the probability of each character plus 3 outputs for blank, space and noise. For English as well as Indian Languages, there are 29 outputs, and for Spanish with the T22 [21] phoneme set, there are 25. All model parameters are optimized using an Adam Optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.001. All model weights are initialized with a random value from a normal distribution with standard deviation of 0.04. For model training, mini batches of size 30 utterances are employed. We engage early-stopping for training by monitoring the performance on a held-out validation set during training. We employ beam search decoding with a beam-width of 100 and note that no language model or lexicon information is used.
For bilingual multitask learning as shown in Figure 1 a single LSTM layer preceded by two fully connected layers are shared and trained for the two tasks where the combination factor λ is 0.3. For the secondary task on top of the shared layers, two types of architecture are examined; (i) a large architecture with one LSTM layer followed by two feed forward layers, and (ii) a small architecture that simply has the feedforward layers.
Results and discussion

Baseline Model
This section presents results to assess how much accent mismatch between training and testing impacts the performance of the acoustic model. To ensure sufficient data to train the baseline model, training data from US and Australian portions of UT-CRSS-4EnglishAccent corpus are combined, and the trained model is tested on US, Hispanic and Indian accents. Table 2 shows resulting CERs for the test datasets. The baseline model obtained a CER of 15.23% for the US portion of native English test set, but performance drops when presented with Hispanic accented English from 15.23% → 18.41%. A significant loss in performance also occurs for Indian accented English, with CER increasing from 15.23% → 31.86%. Since the acoustic recording conditions were held constant for all accents, we suggest that the performance degradation is due to a phonetic mismatch between native and non-native speakers.
Bilingual Models
In this section, we consider the proposed multitask and pretrained model solutions to assess the potential benefits of these architectures where information from native languages are leveraged to improve model performance for accented speech. Pre-training the shared portion with native languages provides a good initial model for the main task. However, since the training data for the tuning step are not accented, the model forgets most of the information that is learned from native languages and could not significantly benefit the combined model (Row 2 of Table 3 ). For the MTL approach, using a large network for the secondary part provides more parameters to learn in Task2 and would therefore have less impact on the shared portion. Alternatively, using a small network for Task2 might bias the shared portion towards the native languages and hurts the main task performance.
Rows 3 and 4 of Table 3 show performance of our proposed multitask approach for large and small architectures for the secondary task. We find that our model with a multitask setting always outperforms the baseline and improves CER from 18.4% → 17.7% for Hispanic and 31.9% → 29.5% for Indian accents, and shows that our approach has trained the shared portion of the network in a positive direction. We see better performance for the small network of Task2 as well, where CER is improved a relative +6.2% for Hispanic and +3.0% for Indian accents compared to the large network, showing that the small configuration provides a better representation.
We also examine this proposed architecture where the secondary task is trained with both languages; English and Indian languages for Indian accent, and English and Spanish for Hispanic accent. Two large and small networks for Task2 are evaluated with performance for accented test sets shown in rows 5 and 6 in Table 3 , respectively. Bilingual training of the large secondary task does not significantly outperform the previous best model (Row 5 vs. row 4 of Table 3 ). However, for the smaller network case in Task2, model performance is significantly better and achieves a relative gain of +11.95% for Hispanic and +17.55% for Indian accent vs. baseline.
Adapting Results
To investigate if leveraging native language data provides any additional improvement given accented English data, we adapt the baseline model and the best model for accented data (e.g., the model corresponding to row 6 of Table 3 ) with Indian and Hispanic accented English data. Here, we use all 28h of training data available for each of the two accents (Table 1) . Adapting the multitask trained model with accented data significantly improves the model performance, especially for Indian accent which is considerably different than the training data (i.e., Aus- 
Summary and Conclusions
In this study, we investigated an improved modeling approach to improve ASR for non-native English. Using an LSTM-CTC model trained with English utterances (US and Australian), we showed that model performance degrades significantly when presented with Hispanic and Indian accented data. To compensate for this degradation, we use data from native Spanish and Indian languages in a pre-training and multitask setting. Pre-training the model with the native language only slightly improves model performance. However, using the native language as the secondary task increases model tolerance to accented speakers. The trained multitask acoustic model outperformed the baseline model, which was exclusively trained with native English data, with a corresponding relative CER decrease of 9.7% for Hispanic and 10.3% for Indian accents. Training the secondary task with both native languages (Spanish or Indian languages) and English results in a more accent independent representation and further improves model performance, achieving a relative +11.95% and +17.55% CER gain over baseline for Hispanic and Indian accents, respectively. Given accented adaptation data, the adjusted MTL model still outperforms the single task adapted model, achieving a relative CER gain of +12% for Hispanic and +8.4% for Indian accent. These advancements provide promising directions for both maintaining or improving ASR for a wider speaker population based on native and accented subjects.
